Chrysler town and country heater not working

I have a Chrysler town and country replaced the thermostat and the heater stopped working,
blowing cold air only, went about miles at first it was warm then it started blowing cold air. My
passenger brake light not working they are led lights. All other lights are working and brake
lights work on driver side and third brake light. I tried putting driver side assembly on
passenger Have a 94 town and country m van. Drive 30ft,trans stop working. Turn off
engine,goes another 30and stops. Can sit with foot on brake in drive and wants to go. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. You can read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site
you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Please help. Gary answered about a year ago.
Sounds like the cooling system is not full. Check to make sure the system is full, the overflow
tank is full and the radiator cap is good. Guru94M62Z answered 5 months ago. I have a Chrysler
town and country replaced the thermostat and the heater stopped working, blowing cold air
only, went about miles at first it was warm then it started blowing cold air. My passenger brake
light not working they are led lights. All other lights are working and brake lights work on driver
side and third brake light. I tried putting driver side assembly on passenger My van would not
start so I recharged the battery. Now starts fine but speedometer and RPM gauge not working.
Could this be a fuse issue? Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your
cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Heater not working.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale.
Used Cars for Sale. One of the most common and inconvenient problems with the Chrysler
Town and Country is when it has no heat coming from the heater. Not having a functioning
heater makes driving much less comfortable, and can be a sign of certain issues. At the
simplest level, there are two main reasons why the heater is not working. If the heat is blowing,
but blowing cold, it has something to do with the coolant getting to the heater core, or the
heater core itself. At the simplest level possible, the heater works by passing hot coolant from
the engine into a tiny radiator called the heater core. At this point, the blower motor blows air
across the it and the newly heated air blows on to the driver and passengers. If the heater has
stopped working in your Town and Country, this process has failed in one way or another.
There is almost never a situation where you would need to take the radiator cap off of the
radiator to add coolant. The exception to that would be when you would have reason to believe
that the hose going from the reservoir to the radiator is clogged. While not having enough
coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Town and Country to not be
able to create enough heat. You can verify this by checking the coolant level by taking a peek at
the overflow reservoir. The overflow reservoir will be connected to the radiator by a tube
coming from the top usually right by the radiator cap. Some vehicles only have full hot. It does
this by allowing water to enter the engine when it is getting hot, and by keeping coolant from
entering while the vehicle warms up. Sometimes when a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck
open. This allows the coolant to continuously enter the engine. If your Town and Country has a
built in temperature gauge, take a look at it and see if it is in the spot it is normally in after a bit
of driving. The heater core itself can go bad. Over time, they are known to clog and fail. Without
the warm coolant going through it, there can be no heat. A bad heater core can also leak, so
watch out for that. There are two hoses coming to and from the heater core. They both should
feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on. If one of the hoses is hot, and the other one is
cold, that is a pretty good indication that the heater core is clogged. If the neither hose has any
heat, you may have air in the cooling system, low fluid, or low pressure. If you look at your
temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming
from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. Try taking the vehicle out of
gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the serpentine belt going to the water pump going bad
can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But, using the info above about how and why a heater
would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to
leave a comment below. Low Coolant While not having enough coolant may make your engine
run hotter, it can also cause your Town and Country to not be able to create enough heat.
Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If you look at your temperature
gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming from the

heater you may be having issues with the water pump. Chrysler has issued a service bulletin
dated to address an issue with car heater not working in Dodge Grand Caravan and Chrysler
Town and Country vehicles. Models affected are listed below. In many cases this type of
problem can be caused by a faulty HVAC control head or intermittent blend door actuator or low
coolant. Check coolant levels before proceeding with any repairs. Chrysler has issued this
service bulletin to advise dealer to flash upgrade the HVAC software as a first attempt to correct
the issue of intermittent cold air or blowing warm air regardless of the temperature setting.
Chrysler lists the reflash time at 0. You can have this repaired at the dealer or any independent
repair shop that has reflash capabilities. They include wiring diagrams and technical service
bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair.
So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the identification symbols and then refer
back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you
need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy. Find this article useful? Share it! Tags
Car heater not working. I changed the thermostat on my chrysler town and country, but it wont
blow hot air. Any suggestions? Guru9FSV8 answered 3 years ago. Did you bleed air out of
system? Is coolant full? Is your blend door actuator switching from cold to hot? Did you flush
out your heater core? Is van overheating? I ask because if you have a blockage then hot
antifreeze is not circulating through system and getting to heater core. Do you have any leaks?
Holding pressure? GuruKXZJ7 answered about a year ago. Guru9FSV8 answered about a year
ago. It will blow cold air for days then all of a sudden it will blow hot air for a few minutes then
back to cold. Any ideas on what needs to be fixed. I recently moved from California to Illinois
and my 07 town and country is blowing cold air when heater is on I recently changed the water
pump and radiator and refilled it Whit antifreeze and now My air conditioner can be on and then
all of a sudden hot air comes out of the vent or out of the defroster the. It blows hot awhile and
then back to air. What is happening? But cool on front vents? Is the rear blocked and need pro
repairs? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Heater not blowing hot air. Report Follow.
Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Have used it a ton of times and
most recently last week for several things needing fixed. One item in particular was that the heat
went out and was blowing cold air. The warranty covers the part and after 4 days at the
dealership they finally tell us that the part is on back order and isn't being produced any more.
After hours and hours of phone conversations and getting bounced around between Chrysler
and Mopar blaming each other we are stuck without a car that can produce heat in the middle of
winter in Ohio. Just got 5 inches of snow last night. How do they expect us to drive a car
without heat? Not only for heat but for defrosting the windows to be able see. So, if they sold us
a
sonata brake light
sunbeam alpine series 2 wiring diagram
frontier 2006
"Lifetime" warranty that they intentionally decide to not fulfill when they decided to not
produce parts for a vehicle covered under such warranty, where is the neglect and what
repercussions do we have? They declined our request for a rental car or some sort of reliable
transportation until they come up with a solution. Again, they tell us that the vehicle is driveable
and reliable. Which I just explained why it is not. Any help would be greatly appreciated in
getting someone from Chrysler to realize their neglect and offer us some sort of timely and fair
resolution. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replace heater
control head 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet
this page Email this page. Be the first! Find a good Chrysler mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

